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What to bring
Your clothes are likely to suffer wear and tear and also get dirty and/or wet, therefore you
should bring several changes of old clothes for doing activities. Jeans are not suitable for
activities as they get heavy and cold when wet and don’t dry out quickly. Please ensure that
all items are named.
Kit list
✔ Suitable nightwear – No onesies
✔ Underwear (please note that for many activities, socks will need
to cover your ankles)
✔ Trousers/leggings for activities (not jeans)
✔ Shorts (summer groups)
✔ 1 pair of trainers or walking boots for activities
✔ 1 pair of shoes for watersports (preferably old trainers)
Wellington boots ban be brought, however are not necessary
✔ Pair of dry shoes for evening activities and indoor use
✔ Fleeces/sweatshirts for activities
✔ Long sleeved shirt/t-shirts (for activities where arms need to be covered)
✔ T-shirts
✔ Waterproof jacket/cagoule (and trousers if you have them)
✔ Warm anorak or similar (winter groups)
✔ Hat and gloves (winter groups)
✔ Baseball hat/sun hat (summer groups)
✔ 1 or 2 sets of clothes for the evening (including casual disco clothes for the last night)
Other items
✔ One towel for showering
✔ One ‘old’ towel for wet activities
✔ Plastic drinks bottle
✔ Sunscreen (summer groups)
✔ Small rucksack/bag to take on the coach with magazine, book, cards etc
(no electronic devices)
✔ Labelled bin bag for wet and dirty clothing
✔ Washbag (including soap, shampoo and toothpaste)
Please don’t bring
Mobile phones, electronic devices, computer games, jewellery/valuables etc.
Waterproof trousers - not essential but they are a very useful addition if you have some or are able to
borrow a pair. Likewise if your child has walking boots, these are a useful alternative to trainers. All of
the above may get very muddy and wet – dark colours are best!
It is important that the clothing is of a suitable size for your child at the time of going away. Trousers
should not be hipster style and tops should be long enough to keep midriffs covered – not for
modesty but warmth!

